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BOUNDED APPROXIMATE IDENTITIES IN THE ALGEBRA
OF COMPACT OPERATORS ON A BANACH SPACE

CHRISTIAN SAMUEL

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. We characterize Banach spaces X for which the algebra of compact

operators Jf(X) admits approximate bounded right identities.

Introduction

In his monograph [J] Johnson asked if, for every Banach space X, the algebra

3F(X) of all compact operators on X is amenable. It is known that an amenable

Banach algebra admits bounded approximate identities and that there exists a

Banach space X such that the algebra 3ff(X) does not admit any bounded left

approximate identity [D]. Therefore, the answer to Johnson's question is no. It

is interesting to study connections between amenability of the algebra Jf(X)

and property of structure of X . In this paper we characterize Banach spaces X

for which JT(X) admits bounded right approximate identities. We show that if

3P(X) admits a bounded right approximate identity then it admits a bounded

left approximate identity. An example of a Banach space X for which S£(X)

admits a bounded left approximate identity and no bounded right approximate

identity is given.

Notation and preliminaries

If X is a Banach space, f%(X) will denote the algebra of all compact oper-

ators on X and Bx will denote the closed unit ball of X. All the operators

are assumed to be continuous.

Let X > 1 . A Banach space X is said to have the /1-bounded compact

approximation property (/l-b.c.a.p. in short) if for every finite subset F c X

and for every e > 0 there is an operator u e 3f(X) such that ||w|| < X and
||w(;t) - x|| < e for all x e F . The space is said to have the bounded compact

approximation property (b.c.a.p. in short) if it has the A-b.c.a.p. for a X > 1 .

Let X > 1. The dual X* of a Banach space X is said to have the */!-bounded

compact approximation property (*/l-b.c.a.p. in short) if for every finite subset

F c X* and for every e > 0 there is an operator u e Jf(X) such that ||u|| < X
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and \\u*(x*) -x*\\ < e for all x* e F . The space is said to have the abounded

compact approximation property (*-b.c.a.p. in short) if it has the */l-b.c.a.p. for

a X> 1.
A net (ua)a of a Banach algebra A is a bounded right (left) approximate

identity if supj|«a|| < +00 and limaaua — a (limauaa - a) for every a e

A. A net which is a bounded left approximate identity and a bounded right

approximate identity is a bounded approximate identity.

Bounded approximate identities

Theorem 1. If X is a Banach space such that X* has the *-b.c.a.p. then X has

the b.c.a.p.

Proof. Let X > 1 such that X* has the */l-b.c.a.p.; there exists a net (ua)ae^ of

Jf(X) such that supQ||wa|| < X and limQ||w*(x*) -x*|| = 0 for every x* e X*.

Then we have ua(x) -» x weakly for every x e X. Let F be a finite subset of

X and e > 0. There exists a convex combination v of the {ua;a esf} such

that \\v(x) - x|| < £ for every x e F ; of course, ||d|| < X and v e 5?(X).

Remark 1. Let X be a reflexive Banach space. Then the following properties

are equivalent:

(a) X has the b.c.a.p.,
(b) X* has the b.c.a.p.,
(c) X* has has the *-b.c.a.p.

Remark 2. There exists a Banach space Z with the b.c.a.p. such that Z* does

not have the *-b.c.a.p. We know that there exists a separable reflexive Banach

space Y without the b.c.a.p. [LT]. Using the result of Lindenstrauss [L] there

exists a Banach space Z with a boundedly complete basis such that Z* has a

complemented subspace isomorphic to Y*. Every complemented subspace of

a Banach space with the b.c.a.p. has the b.c.a.p., and so Z* does not have the

b.c.a.p.; it is then obvious that Z* does not have the *-b.c.a.p.

Theorem 2. Let X be a Banach space. Then Jf(X) admits a bounded right

approximate identity if and only if X* has the *-b.c.a.p.

Proof, (i) Let X be a Banach space such that 3?(X) admits a bounded right

approximate identity (vp)^^ and sup^||w^|| < X. Let F be a finite subset of

X*. Then there exists a projection on the finite-dimensional subspace spanned

by F . According to Lemma 3.1 of [JRZ] there exists a finite rank projection n

on X such that n*(x*) = x* for every x* e F . We have lirri/j||yT ovp -n\\ = 0

so lim^||v^ o n* - 7r*|| — 0 and then for every x* e F we have

x* = n*(x*) = limvj(7i*(x*)) = lim^(jc*).

(ii) Let X be a Banach space such that X* has the */l-b.c.a.p. There exists a

net (ua)a€tf on JZf(X) such that supa||wa|| < X and limu||«*(x*)-x*|| = 0 for

every x* e X*. We shall show that (ua)aes/ is a bounded right approximate

identity on J?(X). Let u e Jf(X), e > 0, and e' > 0 such that (X + 3)e' < £ .
u* is a compact operator on X*; then u*(Bx-) is a totally bounded subset of

X*. There exists a finite subset F c u*(Bx-) such that

min{||M*(jt*)-y*||; >>* e F} < e'
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for every jc* € Bx> . There exists ao€J/ such that ||w*(y*) - y*\ < e' for

every a y a0 and for every y* e F. Let x* e Bx* and y* e F such that

||w*(x*) -y*\\ < fi'. For a y an we have

||m*(jc*) - u*a o u*(x*)\\ < \\u*(x*) -y*\\ + \\y* - u*a(y*)\\ + \\ua(y* - u*(x*))\\

< e' + e' + Xe' = (X + 3)e' < e,

and so \\u* - u*a o u*\\ = \\u - u o ua\\ < e .

Remark 3. Dixon has shown in [D] that a Banach space X has the b.c.a.p. if and

only if Jf(X) admits a bounded left approximate identity. Using Theorems

1 and 2 we deduce that f%(X) admits a bounded left approximate identity if

3P(X) admits a bounded right approximate identity.

Remark 4. The algebra J^(Z) of compact operators on the space Z introduced

in Remark 2 admits a bounded left approximate identity and no bounded right

approximate identity.

Remark 5. Let X be a reflexive Banach space; 3P(X) admits a bounded left

approximate identity if and only if 3F(X) admits a bounded right approximate

identity; J?(X) admits a bounded approximate identity if and only if 3ff(X*)

admits a bounded approximate identity.

Remark 6. Let X be a Banach space such that J^(X) is an M-ideal in the

algebra of all operators on X . Then 3ff(X) admits a bounded approximate

identity (Ta)a such that supa||r„|| < 1 and lima||7- Ta\\ = 1  [HL].

Open problems

The author expresses his gratitude to the referee for his valuable open prob-

lems.
Let us recall that a Banach space X is said to have the bounded approxima-

tion property (b.a.p. in short) if there exists X > 1 such that for every £ > 0

and for every finite subset F c X there exists a finite rank operator u in I

such that ||u|| < X and \\u(x) - x\\ < e for all x e F .

Question 1. If X has the b.c.a.p., does X have the b.a.p.? At least what addi-

tional property of X is needed to ensure that the b.c.a.p. implies the b.a.p.?

Question 2. If X* has the b.c.a.p., does X* have the *-b.c.a.p., or at least, does

X have the b.c.a.p.? Of course if the first part of Question 1 has an affirmative

answer then so does the second part of Question 2.

A Banach space X is an Asplund space if every separable subspace of X

has a separable dual. It is known [G] that if X is reflexive (or more generally,

the dual of an Asplund space) and has the b.a.p. then it has the 1-b.a.p.

Question 3. If X is reflexive (or more generally, the dual of an Asplund space)

and has the b.c.a.p, does X have the 1-b.c.a.p.?
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